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the number of short story enthusiasts has been growing a lot in the years. there is
a growing number of people in the world who are passionate about short stories
and enjoy them just like poetry. it is only right that those people get a chance to

enjoy the short story like an indulgence. different readers have different
preferences, so you might want to try out to read the short stories the way you
enjoy. you will also discover that these stories are not about any kind of tragic

social phenomena but simply about emotions or the stories of human nature that
might be different from your own. this story collection comes in the form of pdf

ebooks that are easy to read on different devices. on top of that, the ebooks also
have great audio books so you can listen to them while you are online or offline.

the stories are also very interesting and can definitely keep you hooked for hours,
or even days if you are really interested in them. the line between amusement and
education is blurred in short stories and you will also discover a lot about yourself
as you are reading them. you will be surprised about your personality when you
find out about yourself from reading these stories john macneill is the founder of

childrens author. the main goal of this book is to support as many as possible,
however, if you would like to use this package in a project and dont want to sell
any code on the same terms please, let me know if your project has a donate
button. the book has a co-author, anne ballantyne, who is one of the current

chairpersons of the organization where i volunteer. some of the books in this series
have been edited by my brother, ian ballantyne.
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